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Topics we’ll cover today
❖ Some differences in culture
❖ The barriers to finding jobs outside of academia
❖ Me as an example
❖ What types of work are out there
❖ How to decide what’s right for you
❖ Actual jobs available
❖ Best practices for getting a job in industry
❖ Resources



Culture differences in academia and industry
❖ Presumption of an academic path

➢ Many academic fields have a presumption of academia as the employment path

❖ 97% vs 3%
➢ Academia: models that covers all cases; edge cases
➢ Industry: build something that works well; modeling most cases

❖ Collaboration vs lone wolf
➢ Research mission vs project work
➢ More common in industry to be part of a team with different specializations working together

❖ Time
➢ Academic time scales are much longer for starting projects, getting buy-in (funding) for 

projects, for hiring people, for changes in colleagues

❖ CVs & resumes
➢ Your special skills vs your widely applicable skills (make the covert overt)
➢ Succinct vs thorough
➢ Overview and highlights vs standardized academic format



Marketable Linguistics
❖ People don’t think of linguistics as having clear 

employment opportunities
❖ Many employers who need linguists don’t advertise for 

them in obvious ways
❖ Many advertisements for linguists are for translators
❖ The resume
❖ What are the types of job opportunities for linguists and 

how do you find them?



My story
❖ BA, PhD in Linguistics
❖ Started as an academic 

➢ Research scientist (Max Planck Institute)
➢ Assistant professor (Northwestern University)

❖ Moved into consulting
➢ Phonetic transcription (studies on drug name perception)
➢ ETS (SAT, GRE, GMAT)
➢ Pronunciation consultant (recording a dictionary)
➢ Product & company naming
➢ Legal briefs on language perception and dialect
➢ Morphology/orthography consultant (literacy software)
➢ Consultant for journalists
➢ Software

■ speech recognition
■ language acquisition
■ natural language processing

❖ Full-time offers in the software world
❖ My job now



Types of employment
❖ Consulting

➢ Variable work/income
➢ Graduate degree a plus
➢ No taxes withheld
➢ Need to sell yourself

❖ Contract work
➢ Variable work/income (often 6-12 months)
➢ Graduate degree irrelevant
➢ Usually through an agency which finds shorter & longer term contract 

work for you (not posted on the site of the larger company, like Google)

❖ Regular job
➢ the trick is figuring out who needs you



What to ask yourself
❖ Do I have the open personality required to sell myself for each job?
❖ Am I comfortable (emotionally, financially) with irregular work?
❖ Am I willing to move someplace new for a job?
❖ Are there certain linguistic things that really excite me?

➢ Naming/marketing
➢ Phonetics
➢ A particular language
➢ Coding/machine learning
➢ Lab/experimental work
➢ Language acquisition
➢ Corpus work

❖ In addition to my linguistics training, what are my special skills?
➢ Statistical analysis
➢ Coding
➢ Specialized software (Praat, lesion tracing, eye-tracking, E-prime)
➢ Project management (organization & task-tracking)
➢ Phonetic transcription
➢ English transcription
➢ Non-English language skills



Examples of jobs

Let’s look at some actual jobs...



Text Classification: Google

Don’t worry about this unless you get an interview

These are core to the job



Academic work can count

Use all of these keywords to tailor your resume



Czech; Dutch; Polish; Russian; Swedish; 
Turkish; Computational Linguistics: Nuance

When you see a list of languages, there might be even more

From anywhere!



Linguist/Script-writer for voice 
interactions: Abjayon

● A growth area for linguists 
is working on virtual 
assistants 

○ question answering 
scripts & grammars

○ general voice 
interactions



I have done this without knowing those other languages



Semantics, Syntax, Junior Linguist: Google

For junior or contract positions, this usually means 
coursework -- don’t think you have be an expert





General Linguistics, Data Scientist: Bank of England





Phonetician: DefinedCrowd



Play nice

Basic job
Think about it while 
you’re doing it

Potential for bigger scope



Language Acquisition; Psycholinguistics: 
Researcher, Duolingo

There are many research positions available to new 
PhDs at big and medium-sized tech companies

Industry research jobs differ from academia - 
no teaching, higher pay, no grant writing, 
faster pace, research program is defined by 
the company.



NSF Behavioral Scientist Program Director

Be the one to control the money



Analytical Linguist Project Manager 
Mountain View CA

Note locations when the job is through an agency:
- Mountain View is probably Google
- Cupertino is probably Apple
- Menlo Park is probably Facebook
- Redmond is probably Microsoft
- Seattle is probably Amazon
- Sunnyvale or Boston is probably Nuance

Project Manager and Program Manager jobs 
are great for organized linguists when the 
work is related to language. You use your 
technical expertise to decide how projects 
should be set up and run.



Academic work can count: Have you been an RA? Have you 
organized a conference or a working paper volume? If you are an 
organized person, don’t let this kind of qualification dissuade you



Machine Translation Computational Linguist
I’ve also seen these called “Machine 
Learning Engineers”, “Localization 
Engineers”, “NLP Engineers”, 
“Language Engineers”, “Analytical 
Linguists” 

Look for the verbs

Other linguist job titles include 
“Taxonomist”, “Ontologist”, 
“Knowledge Engineer”, “Data Scientist”







Final thoughts
❖ Use word of mouth

➢ talk to everyone you know about what work you’re looking for
➢ contact people you admire or have a connection to

■ many jobs come directly or indirectly through connections

❖ Consider temporary work as a stepping stone
➢ two recent Pitt grads took temp jobs at Google and now have permanent Google jobs

❖ Be open
➢ to new places
➢ to work that only seems partly relevant to you

❖ Let them say no
➢ Never rule yourself out of a job because you’re not sure you’re a good fit
➢ Put yourself out there and let them decide if they want you



Links
Linguist List job board: widest source of jobs
Appen: consulting for translation, localization, transcription
Lionbridge: consulting for translation, localization, transcription
ETS: help create the tests
Anzu Global: agency placing linguists in temp jobs
Amazon jobs
Google jobs
soundexpertise.com: laura’s consulting website



Thank you!



Appendix



Links spelled out
https://new.linguistlist.org/career/search/
http://www.appen.com/company/opportunities/
https://www.lionbridge.com/join-our-team/
https://www.ets.org/careers
http://anzuglobal.com/services/globalization-staffing
https://www.amazon.jobs/en
https://careers.google.com/jobs/
http://soundexpertise.com/



bio and abstract
lwd bio

Laura Walsh Dickey is an R&D manager for Machine Translation at Amazon. She has a PhD in Linguistics from the University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst and 25 years of experience in academia, consulting, and industry. She joined Amazon in 2018 after 5 years at 
Google in Machine Learning and language technology. Her research at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics and Northwestern 
University focused on the phonology of liquid consonants, speech perception, and speech production. Her forays in consulting range 
from drug name confusability to building software for teaching foreign language pronunciation to understanding what people mean 
when they type in that Google search box.

talk abstract

People know when they need to hire a dentist or an accountant, but they rarely know when they need to hire a linguist. This talk 
focuses on the professional opportunities available to people with linguistics training, from undergraduate to graduate degrees. Laura 
Walsh Dickey shares her experience transitioning from academia to industry. As part of the talk, she discusses specific problems she’s 
worked on and the kinds of interesting challenges that linguists might find themselves working on in industry. She talks about how to 
spot jobs that might be appropriate for linguists and gives practical tips about finding them, applying for them, and deciding what’s right 
for you. 


